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COHOMOGENEITY-THREE HYPERKÄHLER
METRICS ON NILPOTENT ORBITS
MARTIN VILLUMSEN
Abstrat. Let O be a nilpotent orbit in gC where G is a ompat,
simple group and g = Lie(G). It is known that O arries a unique
G-invariant hyperKähler metri admitting a hyperKähler potential
ompatible with the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau sympleti form. In
this work, the hyperKähler potential is expliitly alulated when
O is of ohomogeneity three under the ation of G. It is found that
suh a struture lies on a one-parameter family of hyperKähler
metris with G-invariant Kähler potentials if and only if g is sp(3),
su(6), so(7), so(12) or e7 and otherwise is the unique G-invariant
hyperKähler metri with G-invariant Kähler potential.
1. Introdution
Let G be a ompat onneted semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra
g and let O be an adjoint nilpotent GC-orbit in the omplexified Lie
algebra g
C = g⊗ C. Then O arries a anonial GC-invariant omplex
sympleti struture known as the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau sympleti
struture (see eg. [2℄). Using an identifiation of O with a set of solu-
tions of Nahm's equations, Kronheimer [17℄ showed that O possesses a
G-invariant hyperKähler metri.
Reall that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is hyperKähler if it admits
three endomorphisms I, J and K of the tangent bundle that satisfy the
relations of the quaternions (i.e. I2 = J2 = −1 and IJ = K = −JI),
eah preserved by the Levi-Civita onnetion and eah turning g into a
Hermitian metri. Neessarily, I, J , K are integrable so that (M, g, I)
et. are Kähler strutures. As observed by Hithin [11℄, replaing the
ondition ∇I = ∇J = ∇K = 0 with dωI = dωJ = dωK = 0, the
almost omplex strutures I, J and K are still integrable; the two-
forms ωI = g(I·, ·) et. are alled Kähler forms. Note that if one fixes
the omplex struture I, then the non-degenerate and losed two-form
ω = ωJ + i ωK is holomorphi with respet to I, so (M, I) arries a
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omplex sympleti struture defined by ω. Taking the 2n'th power of
ω one gets a parallel setion of the anonial bundle, revealing the well-
known fat that hyperKähler metris are Rii-at and Calabi-Yau.
By onsidering the otangent bundle T ∗CP (n), Calabi [6℄ gave the
earliest non-trivial examples of hyperKähler metris. Calabi's metri
has symmetry group U(n+1) and the spae T ∗CP (n) is via the omplex
moment map identified with an adjoint orbit in the semisimple Lie
algebra gl(n + 1,C), and it is of ohomogeneity one under the ation
of SU(n + 1). Daner & Swann [8℄ lassified hyperKähler metris in
ohomogeneity one with respet to a ompat simple Lie group on
manifolds of dimension greater than four. There are two possibilities:
the Calabi metri on T ∗CP (n) and nilpotent orbits of ohomogeneity
one in omplex simple Lie algebras. A feature of all of these metris
is that they admit an invariant Kähler potential. This aspet makes it
natural to onsider nilpotent orbits of a given ohomogeneity and with
invariant hyperKähler metris that admit Kähler potentials.
A hyperKähler potential is a funtion that is simultaneously a Kähler
potential of eah omplex struture ompatible with the hyperKähler
metri. By Swann [19℄ it is known that the hyperKähler struture
of Kronheimer on a nilpotent orbit admits a G-invariant hyperKähler
potential. In fat, it is the unique G-invariant hyperKähler potential
on O, as shown by Brylinski [5℄.
In this paper we study nilpotent orbits O of ohomogeneity three
under the ation of the ompat group G. We restrit ourselves to the
ase when g is simple and onsider G-invariant hyperKähler strutures
on O ompatible with the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau sympleti stru-
ture, that admit a G-invariant Kähler potential. Expressing the metri
in terms of the Killing form and the Lie braket we expliitly find the
unique G-invariant hyperKähler potential on eah orbit. We show that
this potential lies in a larger (one-dimensional) family of G-invariant
hyperKähler metris with G-invariant Kähler potential if and only if g
is sp(3), su(6), so(7), so(12) or e7.
For orbits of ohomogeneity two Kobak & Swann [15℄ found similar
results.
It is essential that when G is not SO(7) eah element of a nilpo-
tent orbit of ohomogeneity three an be moved into a subalgebra of
three ommuting σ-invariant opies of sl(2,C), where σ is the om-
pat real struture. This feature is shown using an interesting relation
with rank three Hermitian symmetri spaes and it allows one to de-
sribe the geometry using representations of sl(2,C). On the other
hand, the ohomogeneity three nilpotent orbit in O(3,22) ⊂ so(7,C)
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is speial: for generi X ∈ O(3,22) the algebra generated by X and
σX is all of so(7,C), so a separate diret approah has to be used. We
find that there is only a one-dimensional family of hyperKähler metris
with Kähler potential. This is surprising for the following reason. It
is known that O(3,22) ⊂ so(7,C) has a one-to-one orrespondene with
the ohomogeneity-two nilpotent orbit in O(24) ⊂ so(8,C) that arries
a one-parameter family of SO(8)-invariant hyperKähler metris with
SO(8)-invariant Kähler potential. Consequently, reduing the symme-
try group from SO(8) to SO(7) give us no extra families even though
the ohomogeneity hanges from two to three.
2. Geometry of Nilpotent Orbits
In this setion we review some known fats on nilpotent orbits and
establish basi notation. We introdue the tehniques used to ompute
ohomogeneities on nilpotent orbits and hopefully larify the results
given in Tables 2 and 3 via examples.
2.1. Prinipal Orbits and Cohomogeneities. If G is a Lie group
ating on some spae M then two orbits G · x,G · y ⊆ M are said
to have the same orbit type if the isotropy subgroups Gx and Gy are
onjugate in G. If M is a manifold the following fundamental theorem
shows the existene of a maximal orbit type.
Theorem 2.1 (see [3, 4℄). LetM be a manifold admitting a differentiable
ation of a ompat Lie group G. Suppose the orbit spae M/G is on-
neted. Then there exists a maximal orbit type (H). That is, H is
onjugate to a subgroup of eah isotropy group. The union M(H) of the
orbits of type (H) is open and dense inM andM(H)/G is onneted. 
An orbit of type (H), with H as in Theorem 2.1, is alled a prini-
pal orbit and the ohomogeneity of the ation of G on M is defined to
be the odimension of a prinipal orbit.
With G ompat eah point p ∈M has a slie. This is a submanifold
S suh that GS ⊂M is open and there exists a G-equivariant isomor-
phism of the G-spaes GS and G×
H
S, where H is the isotropy group
Gp. Note in partiular that if M is a vetor spae and G a ompat
Lie group then GS ∼= G×
H
W (f. [4℄), where W is the normal spae of
the tangent spae Tp(G · p). This is of great importane to us beause
we thereby get the equality
(2.1) cohom
G
GS = cohom
H
W .
Example 2.2. Let us use (2.1) to ompute the ohomogeneity of some
group representations. We start off with a simple example.
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(i) Let V n denote the U(n)-module Cn via the standard ation and
let {ej} be the standard basis of V n. The stabilizer in U(n) of e1 is
H = U(n)e1 = {( 1 00 A ) |A ∈ U(n− 1)} ∼= U(n− 1).
As an H-module we now have Te1V
n = V n = C ⊕ V n−1, and in turn
u(n) ∼= R ⊕ V n−1 ⊕ u(n − 1), where R, C are trivial modules. Thus,
Te1 (U(n) · e1) ∼= R⊕ V
n−1
and we onlude that
cohom
U(n) V
n = cohom
H
R = 1.
Sine the unitary group ats transitively on the sphere, the above
result should ome as no surprise. Finding the ohomogeneity of the
following representations is less trivial.
(ii) Consider the U(n) module Λ2V n = spanC {ei ∧ ej|1 6 i < j 6 n}.
The stabilizer of e1 ∧ e2 is
H = U(n)e1∧e2 = {( A 00 B ) |A ∈ SU(2), B ∈ U(n− 2)}
∼= SU(2)×U(n− 2).
As an H-module we have V n = S1V 2 ⊕ V n−2, giving us
Te1∧e2Λ
2
V
n
= Λ
2
V
n
= Λ
2
(
S
1
V
2
)⊕ (S1V 2 ⊗ V n−2)⊕ Λ2V n−2.
Moreover u(n) = u(2)⊕ u(n− 2)⊕ (S1V 2 ⊗ V n−2), so that
Te1∧e2 (U(n) · (e1 ∧ e2)) ∼= R⊕ (S
1V 2 ⊗ V n−2).
The ohomogeneity is now
cohom
U(n) Λ
2
V
n
= cohom
H
(
Λ
2R2 ⊕ Λ2V n−2)
= 1 + cohom
U(n−2) Λ
2
V
n−2
=
{
n/2 n even
(n− 1)/2 n odd ,
by indution.
(iii) Consider the symmetri produt S2V 3. The stabilizer in U(3) of
e1 ∨ e1 is
H = {(±1 00 A ) |A ∈ U(2)} ∼= Z2 ×U(2).
As H-modules we have V 3 = C ⊕ V 2, S2V 3 ∼= C ⊕ V 2 ⊕ S2V 2 and
u(3) = R ⊕ V 2 ⊕ u(2), so that Te1∨e1 (U(3) · e1 ∨ e1) ∼= R ⊕ V
2
. The
ohomogeneity is thus
cohom
U(3) S
2
V
3
= cohom
H
(
R⊕ S2V 2)
= 1 + cohom
U(2) S
2
V
2
= 3.
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2.2. Adjoint Nilpotent Orbits. Letting σ denote the onjugation
map of g
C
with respet to the ompat real form g, the following defines
a positive definite symmetri bilinear form on the real Lie algebra (gC)R
(X, Y ) 7→ 〈X, σY 〉 , X, Y ∈ (gC)R,
where 〈·, ·〉 is the negative of the Killing form.
To ease notation we reursively define a multiple braket [[. . . ]] on
the Lie algebra (gC, [·, ·]),
[[X1X2]] = [X1, X2],
[[X1X2 . . .Xk]] = [X1, [[X2 . . .Xk]]], Xj ∈ gC.
Via the adjoint ation eah element A ∈ gC generates a vetor field
ξA on a nilpotent orbit O. This is given by ξA|X = [[AX ]]. When there is
no danger of onfusion, the subsript X will be suppressed throughout
this paper. An important property of these vetor fields is the identity
[[ξAξB]] = −ξ[[AB]]. As the tangent spae of O at X is {[[AX ]]|A ∈ gC},
we see that the omplex struture I is haraterized by IξA = ξiA.
The nilpotent orbit O ⊂ gC is a omplex submanifold with omplex
struture I whih is inherited from the natural embedding. On O the
Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau sympleti form is given by,
Σ(ξA, ξB)X = 〈[[AB]], X〉 .
We say that a hyperKähler struture (g, I, J,K) is ompatible with
(O,Σ, I) if it satisfies the equation Σ = ωJ + i ωK.
The ompat group ats naturally on the non-ompat orbit O and
we shall have a partiular interest in the situation with three param-
eters transverse to the ation, that is when O is a nilpotent orbit of
ohomogeneity three. However, we notie that
Remark 2.3. If cohom
G
O = 1 then R+ ×G ats transitively on O.
Orbits in lassial Lie algebras are essentially determined by Jordan
normal forms of elements in the standard representation, so they are
speified by partitions. This haraterization is not useful for orbits
in exeptional Lie algebras, whih are best desribed by a weighted
Dynkin diagram (see [7℄).
2.3. Standard Triples. A set {H,X, Y } of nonzero elements in gC is
alled a standard triple if the following braket relations hold,
[[HX ]] = 2X, [[HY ]] = −2 Y and [[XY ]] = H .
Sine the element H is a semisimple element of the Lie subalgebra
spanned by {H,X, Y }, whih in turn is isomorphi to the simple Lie
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algebra sl(2,C), it must be semisimple as an element of gC. Similarly
X , Y are nilpotent elements of gC.
The Jaobson-Morozov theorem is of fundamental importane here
beause it provides aess to the representation theory of sl(2,C); a
detailed proof may be found in [7℄.
Theorem (JaobsonMorozov). Let gC be a semisimple Lie algebra. If
X is a nonzero nilpotent element of gC, then X embeds into a standard
triple {H,X, Y } of gC. 
Given a ompat real form one may obtain a σ-invariant sl(2,C)-
subalgebra assoiated to a nilpotent orbit.
Proposition 2.4 (Borel). Let O be a nilpotent orbit in gC and let σ be
the onjugation of a ompat real form. Then O ontains an element
X suh that {[[X(σX)]], X, σX} spans a Lie subalgebra isomorphi to
sl(2,C).
Proof. See [15℄. 
2.4. The Closure Ordering. There exists a partial order on the set
of nilpotent orbits in g
C
defined by O′  O if and only if O′ ⊂ O.
Notie that the boundary of any orbit is the union of orbits of smaller
dimensions,
(2.2) O′ =
⋃
OO′
O.
On the level of ohomogeneity it is a pleasure to note the following
Theorem by Daner and Swann [9℄.
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a ompat simple Lie group. If O1 and O2
are nilpotent orbits with O1  O2, then
cohom
G
O1 < cohomGO2.

Example 2.6. Any element X of the nilpotent orbit in sl(n,C) har-
aterized by the Jordan normal form d = (3, 1n−3) with n > 4 is SU(n)-
onjugated to an element of the form(
0 s λ r
0 0 t 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0
)
r, s, t ∈ R+ λ ∈ C.
Consequently the ohomogeneity of Od ⊂ sl(n,C) under the ation of
the ompat group SU(n) is at most 5. Whenever n > 4, Od is nei-
ther minimal nor next-to-minimal (see Setion 2.5), so by Theorem 2.5
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the ohomogeneity is 3,4 or 5. Evidently, for n = 4, the ohomoge-
neity is no less than 5. But for n > 5 we need more information (see
Example 2.10).
2.5. The Minimal Orbit. When g
C
is simple there is a unique nonzero
minimal orbit O
min
6= {0} with respet to the losure ordering (see [7℄).
In fat O
min
orresponds to a highest root, so it is the orbit through a
nonzero element in a highest root spae.
We label the orbits above the minimal orbit via
Denition 2.7. (i) The minimal nilpotent orbit O
min
is the unique
nilpotent orbit haraterized by O
min
 O for any nonzero orbit O.
The minimal orbit will also be referred to as the height one orbit.
(ii) The height of a nilpotent orbit O  O
min
is defined by indution.
Let SO be the set of nilpotent orbits O′  O for whih there is no
nilpotent orbit O′′ satisfying O′  O′′  O. Let O0 ∈ SO be an orbit
of minimal height n. Then the height of O is n+ 1.
A a nilpotent orbit of height two will also be referred to as next-to-
minimal. Notie that the Lie algebra may possess more than one next-
to-minimal orbit, as well as orbits of height three.
The minimal orbit is in fat the unique nilpotent orbit of ohomoge-
neity one under the ation of the ompat group G. If α# is a highest
root we get a highest root deomposition by
Proposition 2.8. (i) As an sl(2,C)
α
#-module, the Lie algebra g
C
de-
omposes as
(2.3) g
C ∼= sl(2,C)
α
# ⊕ kC ⊕ (S1 ⊗ V ),
where k
C
is the entralizer of sl(2,C)
α
#, S1 = S1C2 is the fundamental
sl(2,C)
α
# representation, and V is a trivial sl(2,C)
α
#-module and a
non-trivial k
C
-module.
(ii)Under the ation of the ompat group G the nilpotent orbit O
min
is of ohomogeneity one.
Proof. See Kobak and Swann [14℄. 
The ompat homogeneous spae W (G) = G/(SU(2)K) orrespond-
ing to a highest root deomposition, is a symmetri spae with a quater-
nioni Kähler struture, f. [19℄. Suh manifolds are known as Wolf
spaes and are listed in Besse [2, p. 409℄.
Remark 2.9. Via (2.3) the omplexifiation of the tangent spae of
W (G) is isomorphi to S1 ⊗ V , so
(2.4) dimC V =
1
2
dimRW (G).
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2.6. The Beauville Bundle. A useful approah to the omputation
of the ohomogeneity of a nilpotent orbit O is to onsider the Beauville
bundle N (O) [1℄. N (O) is a vetor bundle that ontains an open orbit
whih is identified with O. Following Kobak & Swann [15℄ we shall
outline a proedure for finding ohomogeneities.
Let O be a nilpotent orbit in the semisimple Lie algebra gC. Let σ
be the onjugation with respet to the ompat real form g, and hoose
a standard triple {H,X, Y = −σX} of a real sl(2,C) subalgebra with
X ∈ O. By the representation theory of sl(2,C) the eigenvalues of
adH are integers. For eah j ∈ N we let gC(j) be the orresponding
eigenspae of adH and set p =
⊕
i>0 g
C(i) and n =
⊕
i>2 g
C(i). Then p
is a paraboli subalgebra, n is a nilpotent subalgebra and X ∈ n. Let
P be the orresponding paraboli subgroup P =
{
g ∈ GC|Adg(p) = p
}
.
This is a losed omplex Lie subgroup of G
C
with Lie algebra equal to
p. In partiular G
C
/P is a homogeneous spae. Clearly n is an ideal of
p and there is a natural ation of P on G
C × n,
p · (g,N) 7→ (gp−1,AdpN), p ∈ P, g ∈ GC, N ∈ n.
The Beauville bundle N (O) is defined to be the vetor bundle
N (O) = GC ×
P
n
over G
C
/P with fibre n. Letting pi denote the quotient map G
C × n→
N (O) we have the following equality of stabilizers,GCpi(e,N) = PN , N ∈ n.
If O˜ denotes the GC-orbit in N (O) then
O ∼= GC/GCX = GC/GCpi(e,X) ∼= O˜.
That is, we have a G
C
-equivariant isomorphism of the orbits O and O˜,
defined by g ·X 7→ g · pi(e,X), g ∈ GC.
Let k ⊆ g be the subalgebra satisfying kC = gC(0) and let K ⊆ G
be the onneted Lie subgroup with Lie algebra k. Now G
C
/P = G/K
so N (O) = G×
K
n. By Theorem 2.1 the union of the prinipal orbits
in the G-spae N (O) forms a dense set. Sine O˜ is an open subset,
a prinipal orbit of the G-spae O˜ must be a prinipal orbit of the
G-spae N (O). Using the G-equivariant isomorphism we onlude
(2.5) cohom
G
O = cohom
G
O˜ = cohom
G
N (O) = cohom
K
n.
To find the ohomogeneity of n under the ation of K, one merely has
to use equation (2.1).
Example 2.10. We illustrate the Beauville bundle method by on-
sidering the nilpotent orbit O in sl(n,C) with Jordan normal form
(3, 1n−3). For n > 4 this is an orbit of height three. We take the
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obvious hoie of a standard triple (see Setion 3.1) and obtain a
K = U(1)+ ×U(1)− × SU(n− 2) representation
n = L
2
+L
3
− ⊕ L+L4−S1Cn−2 ⊕ L+L−1− S1Cn−2.
Fixing the first irle ation, the problem is redued to finding the
ohomogeneity of the K2 := U(1)SU(n− 2) representation
n2 := L
4
S
1Cn−2 ⊕ L−1S1Cn−2,
Using the method desribed in Example 2.2 one finds that
cohom
SU(n)O = 1 + cohomK2 n2 = 3 + cohomSU(n−3) S
1Cn−3
=
{
5 n = 4
4 n > 5
.
For n = 3, the orbit (3) is the regular orbit of sl(3,C). This is next-to-
minimal and of ohomogeneity four (see [9℄).
3. Orbits of Height Three
By work of Daner & Swann [9℄ all next-to-minimal orbits but one
are of ohomogeneity two; the next-to-minimal orbit of sl(3,C) (the
regular orbit) is of ohomogeneity four. In the view of Theorem 2.5,
the nilpotent orbits of ohomogeneity three, if any, must therefore be
of height three in the partial order. So indeed the orbits of Table 1 are
our andidates in the searh for orbits of ohomogeneity three (reall
that A3 = D3, B2 = C2).
3.1. Expliit Standard Triples. The way of finding the ohomoge-
neity via the methods desribed in 2.6 is based upon the Jaobson-
Morozov Theorem. Proposition 2.4 ensures the existene of a real σ-
invariant sl(2,C) subalgebra assoiated to the nilpotent orbit O. In
this setion we shall expliitly list the elements X of a standard triple
{[[XY ]], X, Y } with σX = −Y , assoiated to nilpotent orbits of height
three in lassial Lie algebra.
Note that if g is an exeptional Lie algebra, the weighted Dynkin
diagram provides the neessary information.
The omplex simple Lie algebras of type B(n−1)/2 and Dn/2 an be
realized as the set so(n,C) = {Z ∈ gl(n,C)|ZB +BZ t = 0} where B
is a symmetri invertible matrix. The standard ompat real form of
so(n,C) is σ : Z 7→ BZB = −Z t. The standard hoie for B is the
identity, but in this ontext we hoose B differently. For orbits with
Jordan normal form (26, 1n−12) we take
(3.1) B =
(
B12 0
0 In−12
)
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Type Height three orbit
An
n > 4 (3, 1n−2)
n > 5 (23, 1n−5)
Bn
n = 2 (5)
n > 3 (3, 22, 12n−6)
n > 6 (26, 12n−11)
Cn
n > 3 (23, 12n−12)
Dn
n = 3 (32)
n > 4 (3, 22, 12n−7)
n > 6 (26, 12n−12)
Type Height three orbit
G2 2 >−−−−0
F4 01 >==00
E6 00
0
100
E7 200
0
000 , 000
0
010
E8 0100
0
000
Table 1. Orbits of height three in simple Lie algebras.
where B12 is the (12× 12) matrix with 1's down the anti-diagonal and
0's elsewhere. In this piture we let
(3.2) X = diag
(
( 0 10 0 ) , (
0 1
0 0 ) , (
0 1
0 0 ) , (
0 −1
0 0 ) , (
0 −1
0 0 ) , (
0 −1
0 0 ) ,0n−12
)
.
For the orbit in B2 with Jordan normal form (5), B is the (5×5) matrix
with 1's down the anti-diagonal, and our hoie of X is
X =

 0
√
2(1−i) 0 0 0
0 0 −
√
6i 0 0
0 0 0
√
6i 0
0 0 0 0
√
2(i−1)
0 0 0 0 0


.
For the orbit with Jordan normal form (32) in D3, B is the (6 × 6)
matrix with with 1's down the anti-diagonal, and
X = i
√
2

 0 1 00 0 10 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 −1
0 0 0


.
When onsidering the orbit in B3 haraterized by the Jordan type
(3, 22) we hoose
B =

1 0 00 0 I3
0 I3 0


and X =

 0 0 vt−v 0 A
0 0 0


,
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where v = (
√
2, 0, 0) and A =
(
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 −1 0
)
. By adding trivial bloks, as
in (3.1) and (3.2), this is easily generalized to the orbits (3, 22, 1n−7) in
B(n−1)/2, Dn/2.
For type An = sl(n+ 1,C) there are two orbits to onsider, hara-
terized by the partitions (23, 1n−5) and (3, 1n−2). Suitable hoies of X
are evident,
X =


0 1
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 1
0 0
0

 and X = ( 0 1 00 0 10 0 0
0
)
,
respetively. These have the desired properties with respet to the
standard ompat real form σ : Z 7→ −Z t.
For type Cn = sp(n,C) there is one orbit to onsider. We take
X =
(
0 A
0 0
)
, with A =
(
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0
)
.
3.2. The Cohomogeneities. With the hoies of the previous setion
we are able to find the entralizer t and representation n of 2.6 in eah
ase. This leads to Tables 2 & 3 whih exhaust the omplete list of
adjoint nilpotent orbits of ohomogeneity three in simple Lie algebras.
3.3. Examples of Standard Forms. With two exeptions, a nilpo-
tent orbit of ohomogeneity three lies in a lassial Lie algebra. It is
either desribed by the partition (23, 1k) when the Lie algebra is of type
A or C, or by (26, 1k) if the Lie algebra has type B or D. For these
orbits, as the following examples show, it is fairly simple to `diagona-
lize' elements of n via the ation of K. This in fat only involves the
spetral theorem applied to Hermitian matries.
Example 3.1. Consider the following ation of the unitary group
U(n)× Sym(n,C)→ Sym(n,C),
(g, Z) 7→ g ·Z := gZgt.
Fix an element Z in Sym(n,C). Then the Hermitian matrix ZZ has
real non-negative eigenvalues µ1 > . . . > µn > 0 and is diagonalized by
some g ∈ U(n) via onjugation,
g(ZZ)g
t
= diag (µ1, . . . , µn) = D.
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Type\Orbit k\n cohom
G
O
A5 R+ su(3)a + su(3)b 3
(23) LEnd(C3)
An (n>5) R+ + su(3)a + su(3)b + R− + su(n− 5) 3
(23, 1n−5) L+ End(C
3)
An (n>3) R+ + R− + su(n− 1) 4
(3, 1n−2) L2+L
3
− + L+(L
4
− + L
−1
− )S
1Cn−1
B2 R+ + R− 6
(5) (L+ + L
−1
+ )L− + L+S
1C2
B3 R+ + R− + su(2) 3
(3, 22) L+ + L
2
− + L+L−S
1C2
Bn (n>3) R+ + R− + su(2) + so(n) 4
(3, 22, 12n−6) L2− + L+(L−S
1C2 + S1Rn)
Bn (n>5) R+ su(6) + so(2n− 11) 3
(26, 12n−11) LΛ2C6
C3 R+ su(3) 3
(23) LS2C3
Cn (n>3) R+ su(3) + sp(n− 3) 3
(23, 12n−6) LS2C3
D3 R+ + R− + su(2) 5
(32) L8− + (L+ + L
−1
+ )L−S
1C2
Dn (n>3) R+ + R− + su(2) + so(n) 4
(3, 22, 12n−7) L2− + L+(L−S
1C2 + S1Rn)
Dn (n>5) R+ su(6) + so(2n− 12) 3
(26, 12n−12) LΛ2C6
Table 2. Beauville-data of orbits of height three in lassial
Lie algebras. n is deomposed as a K-module, End(C3) is an
SU(3)aSU(3)b-module under the ation (A,B)X 7→ AXB−1.
Define the symmetri matrix X = (xij) by X = g ·Z and observe that
XX = D. Thus,
n∑
k=1
|xik|2 = µi and
n∑
k=1
xikxkj = 0 for i 6= j.
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Type\Orbit k\n cohom
G
O
G2 R+ su(2) 6
2 >−−−−0 L+ LS3C2
F4 R+ su(2) + su(3) 4
01 >==00 L3S1C2 + L2S2C3
E6 R+ su(2) + su(3)a + su(3)b 4
00
0
100 L
3
S
1C2 + L2 End(C3)
E7 R+ e6 3
200
0
000 LV27
E7 R+ su(2) + su(6) 4
000
0
010 L3S1C2 + L2Λ2C6
E8 R+ su(2) + e6 4
0100
0
000 L2S1C2 + L3V27
Table 3. Beauville-data of orbits of height three in exep-
tional Lie algebras. V27 is a 27-dimensional irreduible E6-
module.
Making use of the symmetry xij = xji it follows that
xpq (µp − µq) =
∑
j 6=q
xqp |xpj|2 −
∑
j 6=p
xpq |xqj|2 +
(
xqp |xpq|2 − xpq |xqp|2
)
=
∑
j 6=q
(∑
k
xqk xkj
)
xpj −
∑
j 6=p
(∑
k
xpk xkj
)
xqj
=0.
(3.3)
If the eigenvalues are all different, µ1 > · · · > µn, this implies that
X is diagonal. The general ase follows immediately: let M be the
dense subset of Sym(n,C) whose elements have different eigenvalues
and find a sequene (Xi) ⊂ M suh that Xi → X . Then there exists
elements gi ∈ U(n) suh that gi
(
XiX i
)
gti is diagonal. By ompatness
we may assume that gi → g0 ∈ U(n). Then g0
(
XX
)
g0 is diagonal
with non-equal eigenvalues and (3.3) implies that g0 ·X = (g0g) ·Z is
diagonal.
Example 3.2. In this example the symmetri matries are replaed
by skew-symmetri matries,
U(n)× Λ2Cn → Λ2Cn,
(g, Z) 7→ g ·Z := gZgt.
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Fix Z ∈ so(n,C) = Λ2Cn = {Z ∈ gl(n,C)|Z + Z t = 0} with n even
(the ase for n odd is similar). The eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix
ZZ are real and non-positive and there exists a g ∈ U(n) with
g(ZZ)g
t
= diag (µ˜1, . . . , µ˜n) = D where 0 > µ˜1 > . . . > µ˜n.
Put X = g ·Z and assume X to have n different eigenvalues. Then X
is diagonalizable and Cn is the diret sum of eigenspaes for both of
the ommuting matries X and X . As X is skew-symmetri it follows
that Xv = −λv whenever v is a λ-eigenvetor of X . Thus v and v
are eigenvetors of XX orresponding to the same eigenvalue −|λ|2.
Consequently,
(3.4) XX = diag (µ1, µ1, µ2, µ2, . . . , µn/2, µn/2) , µ1 > · · · > µn/2.
By a omputation similar to (3.3) one gets that
xij(µi − µj) = 0,
so X = g0 ·Z has the blok-diagonal form
(3.5) diag
((
0 x12
−x12 0
)
, . . . ,
(
0 xn−1,n
−xn−1,n 0
))
.
Notie that the olletion M of elements in so(n,C) with n different
eigenvalues forms a dense subset of so(n,C). Thus, if X does not
have n different eigenvalues we may find a sequene Xi ∈ M suh that
Xi → X . The previous argument implies that there exist hi ∈ U(n)
suh that hi
(
XiX i
)
hi
t
has the form in (3.4) and hi ·X is given by (3.5)
for all i. Sine U(n) is ompat we may demand hi → h0 ∈ U(n). Now
(h0g) ·Z = h0 ·X is in the form given by (3.5).
Example 3.3. Let A ∈ M(n,C). The self-adjoint matrix AtA is di-
agonalized by some q ∈ SU(n), qt(AtA)q = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) := D and
λi > 0. The i'th olumn qi of q is an eigenvetor of A with eigenvalue λi.
If we put ui = λ
−1/2
i Aqi then u := (u1 . . . un) ∈ U(n) and Aq = u
√
D.
Thus any n× n matrix an be diagonalized by the ation
(U(n)× SU(n))×M(n,C)→ M(n,C),
((u, q), A) 7→ uA qt.
Notie that this is atually the singular value deomposition.
4. Potentials for HyperKähler Metris in
Cohomogeneity Three
In this hapter gC is simple and O is a nilpotent orbit of ohomo-
geneity three under the ation of the ompat group G. Our aim is
to find G-invariant hyperKähler metris with Kähler potential on the
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omplex sympleti manifold (O, I,Σ) where I is the natural omplex
struture and Σ is the Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau form.
Reall that a hyperKähler potential ρ : O → R is a funtion that
is a simultaneous Kähler potential for eah of the omplex strutures,
i.e. ωI = −i∂I∂Iρ et. For our purposes it is onvenient to note that
i∂I∂Iρ =
1
2
id(d − iId)ρ = 1
2
dIdρ. In general, the existene of a global
Kähler potential is a very deliate matter. Indeed a ompat manifold
admits no global Kähler potential. However, a loal potential always
exists (see eg. [10℄). There is no diret analogue of this for hyperKäh-
ler potentials. Generally, even the existene of a loal hyperKähler
potential may not be possible, see Swann [19℄.
In this setion we use the following abbreviation for the onjugation
orresponding to the ompat real form
Z ′ = σZ, Z ∈ gC.
4.1. Kähler Potentials Depending on Three Invariants. Define
three funtions on the nilpotent orbit O
η1(X) = 〈X,X ′〉 , η2(X) = −〈[[XX ′]], [[XX ′]]〉 and
η3(X) = −〈[[XXX ′]], [[X ′XX ′]]〉 , X ∈ O,
Observe that η2(X) = η1([[XX
′]]) and η3(X) = η1([[XXX ′]]), thus
η1, η2, η3 : O → R are positive G-invariant funtions. Assume that
ρ : O → R is a G-invariant Kähler potential for (O, I). The fat that
the group G ats with ohomogeneity three allows us to assume ρ to
be a funtion of our three invariant funtions: ρ = ρ(η1, η2, η3). The
Kähler form is the seond derivative of ρ, so by differentiation one may
find an expliit expression of ωI. To ease the notation let Z : gC → gC
be the map
ZX = [[XX ′X ′X ′X ]] + [[X ′X ′XXX ′]] + 2[[X ′XX ′XX ′]].
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Lemma 4.1. The Kähler form ωI defined by ρ is
ωI(ξA, ξB)X = 2 ρ1 Im
〈
ξA, ξB
′〉
−4 ρ2 Im
〈
ξA, 2[[X
′XξB
′]]− [[XX ′ξB ′]]
〉
−2 ρ3 Im
{− 2 〈ξA, [[XXX ′X ′ξB ′]]〉 + 3 〈ξA, [[XX ′XX ′ξB ′]]〉
+ 3
〈
ξA, [[XX
′X ′XξB
′]]
〉
+ 3
〈
ξA, [[X
′XXX ′ξB
′]]
〉
− 12 〈ξA, [[X ′XX ′XξB ′]]〉 + 3 〈ξA, [[X ′X ′XXξB ′]]〉}
+2 ρ11 Im
(〈ξA, X ′〉 〈ξB ′, X〉)
−4 ρ12 Im
( 〈ξA, X ′〉 〈ξB ′, [[XX ′X ]]〉 + 〈ξA, [[X ′XX ′]]〉 〈ξB ′, X〉)
+2 ρ13 Im
(〈ξA, X ′〉 〈ξB ′,ZX ′〉 + 〈ξA,ZX〉 〈ξB ′, X〉)
+8 ρ22 Im
(〈ξA, [[X ′XX ′]]〉 〈ξB ′, [[XX ′X ]]〉)
−4 ρ23 Im
( 〈ξA, [[X ′XX ′]]〉 〈ξB ′,ZX ′〉
+ 〈ξA,ZX〉
〈
ξB
′, [[XX ′X ]]
〉)
+2 ρ33 Im
(〈ξA,ZX〉 〈ξB ′,ZX ′〉) ,
(4.1)
for any ξA, ξB ∈ Γ(TO) and X ∈ O.
Proof. We start by expressing ωI in terms of the derivatives of the
invariant funtions ηj, j = 1, 2, 3,
−2ωI = dIdρ
= ρ1 dIdη1 + ρ2 dIdη2 + ρ3 dIdη3
+ ρ11 dη1 ∧ Idη1 + ρ22 dη2 ∧ Idη2 + ρ33 dη3 ∧ Idη3
+ ρ12 (dη1 ∧ Idη2 + dη2 ∧ Idη1)
+ ρ13 (dη1 ∧ Idη3 + dη3 ∧ Idη1)
+ ρ23 (dη2 ∧ Idη3 + dη3 ∧ Idη2).
(4.2)
The next step is to determine all differentials dηj and dIdηj, j = 1, 2, 3.
However, only alulations involving η3 will be arried out in detail,
the other ases being similar if not simpler. Let us write η3 = η1 ◦ φ
where φ is the endomorphism of gC defined by φ(Z) = [[ZZZ ′]], Z ∈ gC.
Differentiating φ and η1 is easy,
(dη1)φ(X)(Z) = 〈Z, [[X ′X ′X ]]〉 + 〈[[XXX ′]], Z ′〉 , Z ∈ g
dφ(ξA)X = [[ξAXX
′]] + [[XξAX
′]] + [[XXξA
′]].
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A repeated use of the Jaobi identity and the ad-invariane of the
Killing form give us the derivative of η3
dη3(ξA)X = 〈ξA, [[[[XX ′]]X ′X ′X ]]− [[X ′XX ′X ′X ]] + [[X ′X ′XXX ′]]〉
+
〈
ξA
′, [[XXX ′X ′X ]] + [[[[X ′X ]]XXX ′]]− [[XX ′XXX ′]]〉
= 2Re
3∑
j=1
〈ξA,ZjX〉 ,
Here we have defined Z1X = [[XX ′X ′X ′X ]], Z2X = [[X ′X ′XXX ′]] and
Z3X = 2 [[X ′XX ′XX ′]]. Therefore Idη3(ξA)X = 2 Im
∑
j 〈ξA,ZjX〉, of
whih we are now able to find the derivative. However, this is somewhat
more demanding. First observe that
dIdη3(ξA, ξB)X
= ξA|X(Y 7→ Idη3((ξB)Y ))− ξB|X(Y 7→ Idη3((ξA)Y ))− Idη3([[ξAξB]])X
= 2 Im
3∑
j=1
{
ξA|X(Y 7→ 〈[[BY ]],ZjY 〉)− ξB|X(Y 7→ 〈[[AY ]],ZjY 〉)
− 〈[[XAB]],ZjX〉
}
.
(4.3)
Letting χj denote the summands in (4.3) involving Zj one finds that
χ1 = 2 Im
〈
ξA , −[[ξBX ′X ′X ′X ]] + [[[[ξB ′X ′]]XXX ′]]− [[[[XξB ′X ′]]XX ′]]
+ [[X ′XXX ′ξA
′]] + [[X ′X ′X ′XξB]]− [[ξBX ′X ′X ′X ]]− [[XξB ′X ′X ′X ]]
− [[XX ′ξB ′X ′X ]] + [[XX ′X ′XξB ′]]− [[XX ′X ′X ′ξB]]
〉
.
For reasons we shall explain later, it is desirable to plae the ξB's in the
above formula to the far right. Although the alulations are lengthy
when using the Jaobi identity, it is a straight forward exerise. One
finds that
χ1 = 2 Im
〈
ξA , 2 [[XXX
′X ′ξB
′]]− 6 [[XX ′XX ′ξB ′]] + 3 [[XX ′X ′XξB ′]]
− 3 [[XX ′X ′X ′ξB]] + 3 [[X ′XXX ′ξB ′]] + 6 [[X ′XX ′X ′ξB]]
− 6 [[X ′X ′XX ′ξB]] + 3 [[X ′X ′X ′XξB]]
〉
.
Similarly, the expressions for the remaining two summands are
χ2 = 2 Im
〈
ξA , −2 [[XXX ′X ′ξB ′]] + 4 [[XX ′XX ′ξB ′]]− 8 [[X ′XX ′XξB ′]]
+ [[XX ′X ′X ′ξB]] + [[X
′XXX ′ξB
′]] + [[XX ′X ′XξB
′]]− [[X ′X ′X ′XξB]]
+ 2 [[X ′X ′XXξB
′]] + 2 [[X ′X ′XX ′ξB]]− 2 [[X ′XX ′X ′ξB]]
〉
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and
χ3 = −4 Im
〈
ξA , 2 [[XXX
′X ′ξB
′]]− 4 [[XX ′XX ′ξB ′]] + 8[[X ′XX ′XξB ′]]
− [[XX ′X ′X ′ξB]]− [[X ′XXX ′ξB ′]]− [[XX ′X ′XξB ′]]− [[X ′X ′X ′XξB]]
− 2 [[X ′X ′XXξB ′]]− 2 [[X ′X ′XX ′ξB]] + 2 [[X ′XX ′X ′ξB]]
〉
.
We are now in the position to write down the seond derivative of η3
in a somewhat shortened form,
dIdη3(ξA, ξB)X = 12 Im
〈
ξA , −23 [[XXX ′X ′ξB ′]]− 4 [[X ′XX ′XξB ′]]
+[[XX ′X ′XξB
′]] + [[X ′XXX ′ξB
′]] + [[XX ′XX ′ξB
′]] + [[X ′X ′XXξB
′]]
〉
.
As already noted, the determination of dηj, dIdηj, j = 1, 2 represents
a similar exerise, moreover it is already present i [15℄
dη1(ξA)X = 2Re 〈ξA, X ′〉 , dIdη1(ξA, ξB)X = −4 Im
〈
ξA, ξB
′〉 ,
dη2(ξA)X = −4Re 〈ξA, [[X ′XX ′]]〉 and
dIdη2(ξA, ξB)X = 8 Im
〈
ξA, 2 [[X
′XξB
′]]− [[XX ′ξB ′]]
〉
.
To finish, note that with ZX =∑3j=1ZjX we have
(dη1∧Idη3 + dη3 ∧ Idη1)(ξA, ξB)X
= 4
(
Re 〈ξA, X ′〉 Im 〈ξB,ZX〉 − Re 〈ξB, X ′〉 Im 〈ξA,ZX〉
+ Re 〈ξA,ZX〉 Im 〈ξB, X ′〉 − Re 〈ξB,ZX〉 Im 〈ξA, X ′〉
)
= −4 Im (〈ξA, X ′〉 〈ξB ′,ZX ′〉 + 〈ξA,ZX〉 〈ξB ′, X〉) ,
with similar expressions for the other summands of (4.2). Colleting
the relevant formulæ ompletes the proof. 
Supposing g(·, ·) = ωI(I·, ·) to be non-degenerate we may define an
endomorphism J of the tangent bundle TO by
(4.4) g(ξA, ξB) = ReΣ(JξA, ξB)
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Lemma 4.2. The endomorphism J is given by
(JξA)X = −2ρ1[[XξA′]]
+4 ρ2
(
2 [[XX ′XξA
′]]− [[XXX ′ξA′]]
)
+2 ρ3
( − 2 [[XXXX ′X ′ξA′]] + 3 [[XXX ′XX ′ξA′]]
+ 3 [[XXX ′X ′XξA
′]] + 3 [[XX ′X ′XXξA
′]]
− 12 [[XX ′XX ′XξA′]] + 3 [[XX ′XXX ′ξA′]]
)
−2 ρ11
〈
ξA
′, X
〉
[[XX ′]]
+4 ρ12
( 〈
ξA
′, X
〉
[[XX ′XX ′]] +
〈
ξA
′, [[XX ′X ]]
〉
[[XX ′]]
)
−2 ρ13
(〈
ξA
′, X
〉
[[X(ZX)]] + 〈ξA′,ZX ′〉 [[XX ′]])
−8 ρ22
〈
ξA
′, [[XX ′X ]]
〉
[[XX ′XX ′]]
+4 ρ23
( 〈
ξA
′, [[XX ′X ]]
〉
[[X(ZX)]] + 〈ξA′,ZX ′〉 [[XX ′XX ′]])
−2 ρ33
〈
ξA
′,ZX ′〉 [[X(ZX)]],
(4.5)
for any ξA, ξB ∈ Γ(TO) and X ∈ O.
Proof. J is determined by the relation
−Re 〈JXξA, B〉 = ωI(IξA, ξB)X .
and the non-degeneray of the form 〈·, ·〉. As IξA = i ξA, the right-hand
side above equals the right-hand side of equation (4.1) with the slight
modifiation of replaing `Im' with `Re' throughout. The result an
now be read off equation (4.1). 
Remark 4.3. Notie that JξA remains in the subalgebra generated by
{X,X ′, A, A′}.
4.2. Generi Cohomogeneity-Three Orbits. For any X ∈ O, as-
sume the Lie span of {X,X ′} to be embedded into a σ-invariant sub-
algebra isomorphi to three opies of sl(2,C); we shall denote suh an
algebra by sl(2,C)
3
.
Remark 4.4. The majority of ohomogeneity-three orbits satisfy the
above assumption, and as suh will be referred to as generi ohomo-
geneity three orbits. In fat it shall beome lear that so(7,C) posses
the only speial ohomogeneity three orbit (see  4.2.4). The orbits of
ohomogeneity three are listed in Table 4.
The σ-invariane of sl(2,C)
3
tell us that the restrition σ˜ := σ|
sl(2,C)
3
is a ompat real form of sl(2,C)
3
, so the +1 eigenspae of σ˜ is isomor-
phi to three opies of su(2),
(sl(2,C)
3
)
σ˜
= su(2)+ ⊕ su(2)0 ⊕ su(2)−.
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Generi
Type Orbit
An (2
3, 1n−5)
B(n−1)/2, Dn/2 (2
6, 1n−12)
Cn (2
3, 12n−6)
E7 200
0
000
Speial
Type Orbit
B3 (3, 2
2)
Table 4. Orbits of ohomogeneity three in simple Lie alge-
bras
Let sl(2,C)δ denote the omplexfiation of su(2)δ, where δ refers to any
of the three subsripts {+, 0,−}. Thus
X ∈ sl(2,C)3 = sl(2,C)+ ⊕ sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)− ⊂ gC.
We writeX = X++X0+X−, Xδ ∈ sl(2,C)δ and assumeX to be generi
(i.e. eah Xδ is nonzero). Notie that O∩sl(2,C)δ is the minimal orbit
of sl(2,C)δ and is of ohomogeneity one under the ation of SU(2)δ. It
follows from Remark 2.3 that
(4.6) Zabc = aX+ + bX0 + cX− ∈ O
for all a, b, c ∈ R+. The element Z = aX+ + bX0 is the limit of (4.6)
as c approahes zero so it lies in the losure of O. Considered as
endomorphisms of sl(2,C)
3
the rank of adZ is obviously stritly less
than the rank of adZabc, sine the three subalgebras ommute. On
the other hand, the orthogonal omplement of sl(2,C)
3
is invariant
under the adjoint ation of sl(2,C)
3
. Sine Zabc is an element of O the
rank the of adZabc equals the onstant rank of adX on sl(2,C)
3
and its
orthogonal omplement for all a, b, c ∈ R+. By ontinuity the rank of
adZ annot exeed the rank of adZabc on the orthogonal omplement.
Taken together, Z annot be an element of O, and via (2.2) therefore
lies in an orbit of height 2 or 1. Repeating this argument we find that
Xδ lies in the minimal orbit of g
C
and is onjugate to a highest root
vetor.
Expressing everything in terms of G-invariant objets, we may re-
strit our attention to points of the form
(4.7) X = X+ +X0 +X− = sE+ + r E0 + t E−,
where s, r, t > 0 and eah Eδ is a highest root vetor in g
C
. Choose Fδ =
−Eδ ′, Hδ = [[EδFδ]], so that {Hδ, Eδ, Fδ} is a standard basis of sl(2,C)δ.
Let 〈· , ·〉δ denote the negative of the Killing form of sl(2,C)δ. By
Shur's Lemma we have 〈· , ·〉 |
sl(2,C)δ
= k2δ 〈· , ·〉δ, where the onstant k2δ is
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stritly positive beause su(2)δ ⊂ g. The algebras sl(2,C)δ orrespond
eah to a highest root in the same semisimple Lie algebra, so they are
onjugate by the Weyl group and we have k2δ = k
2
.
Our three G-invariant funtions on O are given by
ηi = 2
i+1k2
(
s2i + r2i + t2i
)
, i = 1, 2, 3.
Let us use the abbreviations ρi = ∂ρ/∂ηi and ρu = ∂ρ/∂u, where
i is one of 1, 2, 3 and u ranges in {r, s, t}. Then the derivative dρ =
ρ1dη1 + ρ2dη2 + ρ3dη3 gives rise to the following system of equations
(4.8)

ρsρr
ρt

 = 8k2

s 4s3 12s5r 4r3 12r5
t 4t3 12t5



ρ1ρ2
ρ3


.
Remark 4.5. The onstant k2 only depends on the Lie algebra gC. If
we onsider the highest root deomposition
g
C
= sl(2,C)+ ⊕ kC ⊕ S1+ ⊗ V+,
we notie that 〈E+, E+′〉 = 4+dimC V+. On the other hand 〈E+, E+′〉 =
k2 〈E+, E+′〉+ = 4k2, so one may use equation (2.4) to find the value of
k2.
Type An,Cn B(n−1)/2,Dn/2 G2 F4 E6 E7 E8
k2 n+1
2
n−2
2
2 9
2
6 9 15
Table 5. The onstant k
2
.
4.2.1. The Regular Orbit of sl(2,C)
3
. The possible hoies for ρ are
narrowed by imposing the endomorphism J in (4.4) to be an almost
omplex struture. For the moment we restrit our attention to the
subalgebra sl(2,C)
3
, and in fat we are onsidering the regular orbit
Oreg = O+ × O0 × O− of sl(2,C)3, where Oδ is the nonzero nilpotent
orbit in sl(2,C)δ. By Remark 4.3, J is indeed an endomorphism of
sl(2,C)
3
. Let A ∈ sl(2,C)3 and put ξδA = [[AXδ]]. In Lemma 4.1 we
expressed the Kähler form ωI in terms of the funtions ηi, i = 1, 2, 3.
We now use the funtions ηδ defined by
ηδ = η1(Xδ) = k
2
〈
Xδ, Xδ
′〉
sl
,
where sl is short for sl(2,C). Notie that η+ = 4 k
2s2 et.
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The Kähler form an be written as
ωI(ξA,ξB)X = 2k
2 Im
{
ρ+
〈
ξ
+
A , σξ
+
B
〉
sl
+ ρ0
〈
ξ
0
A, σξ
0
B
〉
sl
+ ρ−
〈
ξ
−
A , σξ
−
B
〉
sl
+ ρ++k
2
〈
ξ0A, X+
′〉
sl
〈
σξ+B , X+
〉
sl
+ ρ+0k
2
(〈
ξ+A , X+
′〉
sl
〈
σξ0B, X0
〉
sl
+
〈
ξ0A, X0
′〉
sl
〈
σξ+B , X+
〉
sl
)
+ ρ+−k
2
(〈
ξ+A , X+
′〉
sl
〈
σξ−B , X−
〉
sl
+
〈
ξ−A , X−
′〉
sl
〈
σξ+B , X+
〉
sl
)
+ ρ00k
2
〈
ξ0A, X0
′〉
sl
〈
σξ0B, X0
〉
sl
+ ρ0−k
2
(〈
ξ0A, X0
′〉
sl
〈
σξ−B , X−
〉
sl
+
〈
ξ−A , X−
′〉
sl
〈
σξ0B, X0
〉
sl
)
+ ρ−−k
2
〈
ξ−A , σX−
〉
sl
〈
σξ−B , X−
〉
sl
}
,
where ρ++ = ∂ρ+/∂η+, et. The endomorphism J is given by
JX(ξ
+
A) = −2 ρ+[[X+σξ+A ]]− 2 k2
〈
σξ+A , X+
〉
sl
(
ρ++ [[X+X+
′]]
+ ρ+0 [[X0X0
′]] + ρ+− [[X−X−
′]]
)
and similarly for ξ0A, ξ
−
A . Evaluating atH+ and E+ we find that JXH+ =
−4 s ρ+E+ and
JXE+ = 2 s (ρ+ + η+ ρ++)H+ + 2 η+ s
−1
(
r
2
ρ+0H0 + t
2
ρ+−H−
)
.
If J2 is to be −1, then the sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)−-omponent of the fol-
lowing must vanish,
(4.9)
J2XH+ = −8 s2 ρ+ (ρ+ + η+ ρ++)H+ − 8 ρ+ η+
(
r2ρ+0H0 + t
2 ρ+−H−
)
.
Thus 0 = 2 ρ+ ρ+0 = ∂(ρ
2
+)/∂η0, so ρ+0 = 0, and similarly ρ+− = 0 We
onlude that J2 = −1 on sl(2,C)3 if and only if ρ+0 = ρ+− = ρ0− = 0,
in whih ase eah of the sl(2,C)-summands is preserved.
Consequently, the ondition J2 = −1 is equivalent to
k2 = 2 ηδ ρδ (ρδ + ηδ ρδδ) =
∂
∂ηδ
(ηδ ρδ)
2
for eah value of δ. Hene,
(4.10) ρ2δ =
(
k
2
ηδ +
cδ
4
)
/η2δ ,
for some onstant cδ. We demand that cδ > 0 in order for ρδ to be
defined for all Xδ. Notie that in terms of the parameter s, we get
(4.11) ρ
2
s = 16 k
4
+ c+/s
2
,
and similarly for ρr and ρt.
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Remark 4.6. If we had onsidered the ase gC = sl(2,C) with inner
produt k2 〈· , ·〉 and used the methods desribed in Setion 4.1 with one
invariant funtion, η = η1, then the potential of the nonzero nilpotent
orbit in sl(2,C) would have been given by equation (4.10) and the
orresponding metri would have looked like
g(ξA, ξB)X√
4 k2 η + c
=
k2
η2
Re
(
η
〈
ξA, ξB
′〉 − 2 k2η + c
4 k2 η + c
〈ξA, X ′〉
〈
ξB
′, X
〉)
.
(4.12)
Moreover, the potential is a hyperKähler potential if and only if cδ = 0
(see [15℄).
Proposition 4.7. An SU(2)3-invariant hyperKähler struture of the
prinipal orbit of sl(2,C)
3
that admits a Kähler potential and has the
Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau omplex sympleti form, is a produt of SU(2)-
invariant strutures (given in (4.12)) on eah fator. 
4.2.2. Other Lie Algebras. Reall that we are onsidering a nilpotent
orbit O ⊂ gC suh that X ∈ O is deomposed via equation (4.7).
In 4.2.1 we desribed the ation of J on tangent vetors ξA ∈ sl(2,C)3
and found that the potential must satisfy equation (4.11) for J to be
almost omplex. To get a omplete piture we need to onsider the ase
when ξA lies in the Killing-orthogonal omplement of sl(2,C)
3
. Addi-
tional obstrutions in hoosing ρ may emerge this way. As disussed
in Setion 2.3 Xδ is a nilpotent element of g
C
and via (2.2) lie in the
minimal orbit of gC. By Proposition 2.8 we have a Killing-orthogonal
deomposition orresponding to a highest root,
(4.13) g
C ∼= sl(2,C)δ ⊕ kCδ ⊕ (S1δ ⊗ Vδ).
Reall that Vδ is a non-trivial k
C
δ -module and that k
C
δ is the entralizer
of sl(2,C)δ. Note that sl(2,C)− ⊂ kC+, so, as an sl(2,C)−-module, V+
may onsist of trivial and fundamental sl(2,C)−-modules; similarly for
sl(2,C)0. As we will see below, it suffies to onsider the following two
situations:
(i) Assume the existene of a trivial sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)−-module Cr in
V+. Choose the dimension r to be maximal, so that the real struture
σ preserves the module S1+ ⊗ Cr. We now desribe the ation of σ.
Using the identifiation S1+ ⊗ Cr = S1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Sr, Sj ∼= S1+, let σik be
the omponent of σ that sends Si to Sk. Note that j ◦ σ (j ∈ H ∼= S1+)
ommutes with the sl(2,C)-ation and by Shur's Lemma is a salar,
hene σik = µikj, µik ∈ C. Sine σ is an involution, (µik)(µik)t = −1
and Cr admits a quaternioni struture, j : ei 7→
∑r
k=1 µikek. Thus σ
ats on S1+ ⊗ Cr as j ⊗ j.
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To determine J on the module S1+⊗Cr we hoose a basis on whih E+
ats as ( 0 10 0 ). In this piture any tangent vetor ξA = [[AX ]] ∈ S1+ ⊗ Cr
has the form
(
1
0
) ⊗ w. We now see the onveniene of the positions of
`ξA' in (4.5). We immediately get
JXξA = −2 s
(
ρ1 + 4 s
2
ρ2 + 12 s
4
ρ3
)
( 01 )⊗ jw = −4 k2ρs ( 01 )⊗ jw.
Hene, as an endomorphism of S1+⊗W , J2 is−1 if and only if ρ2s = 16k4.
Comparing with equation (4.11) we now know that c+ = 0 if V+ has a
trivial sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)−-module.
(ii) Next, onsider the ase of a tangent vetor ξA lying in a sl(2,C)
3
-
module S1+ ⊗ S1−. This is a submodule of gC ontained in the Killing
orthogonal omplement of sl(2,C)
3
. It is onvenient to hoose a basis
suh that E± ats on S
1
± as ( 0 10 0 ) and σ = j ⊗ j. In other words, X
ats as
(4.14) s ( 0 10 0 )⊗ Id+t Id⊗ ( 0 10 0 ) .
We hoose two independent vetors that span the image of adX
ξ1 = ( 10 )⊗ ( 10 ) and ξ2 = s ( 10 )⊗ ( 01 ) + t ( 01 )⊗ ( 10 ) .
Now if A ∈ S1+ ⊗ S1− then ξA|X = [[AX ]] is in the span of ξ1 and ξ2 and
using (4.14) the ation of X and X ′ on these vetors is easily found to
be
[[Xξ1]] = 0, [[X
′ξ1]] = ξ2
′, [[Xξ2]] = 2 s t ξ1, [[X
′ξ2]] = −
(
s2 + t2
)
ξ1
′
.
Using (4.5) we immediately get
JXξ1 = −2
(
ρ1 + 4 ρ2
(
s
2
+ t
2
)
+ 12 ρ3
(
s
4
+ s
2
t
2
+ t
4
))
ξ2
JXξ2 = 2
(
ρ1
(
s
2
+ t
2
)
+ 4 ρ2
(
s
4
+ t
4
)
+ 12 ρ3
(
s
6
+ t
6
))
ξ1,
whih via (4.8) may be expressed as
JXξ1 = − sρs − tρt
4k2 (s2 − t2)ξ2 and JXξ2 =
sρs + tρt
4k2
ξ1.
Hene,
J
2
ξ1 = − s
2ρ2s − t2ρ2t
16 k4 (s2 − t2)ξ1
and via (4.11) we see that J2 is −1 on the module S1+ ⊗ S1− if and only
if c+ = c−.
With these two onsiderations at hand we are ready to draw the
onlusions. By Table 4 there are four orbits to onsider: (23, 1n−6) in
sl(n,C), (26, 1n−12) in so(n,C), (23, 12n−6) in sp(n,C) and 200
0
000 in eC7 .
We thus need to deompose V+ under the ation of sl(2,C)0⊕ sl(2,C)−
when G is a lassial Lie group or the exeptional Lie Group E7. These
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representations an be found in [15℄, and are is listed in Table 6 for
onveniene. Notie that in the ase G = SO(n) the entralizer is
kC+ = sl(2,C) ⊕ so(n− 4,C), and a priori there are two hoies of
sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)− ⊂ kC. One onsists in taking sl(2,C)0 = sl(2,C)
and sl(2,C)− ⊂ so(n− 4,C) and the other sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)− ⊂
so(n− 4,C). However, the first one is not an option beause it would
allow the appearane of opy of S1+⊗ S10 ⊗S1− and Jordan normal form
would therefore be inorret. We onlude that g
C
always ontains
G kC+ V+
Sp(n) (n > 3) sp(n− 1,C) S10 ⊕ S1− ⊕ C2n−6
SU(n) (n > 6) C⊕ sl(n− 2,C) S10 ⊕ S1− ⊕ Cn−6
SO(n) (n > 12) sl(2,C)⊕ so(n− 4,C) C2 ⊗ (S10 ⊕ S1− ⊕ Rn−12)
E7 so(12,C) C
8 ⊗ (S10 ⊕ S1−)
Table 6. The entralizer kC
+
for lassial groups and E7.
The module V+ is deomposed under the ation of sl(2,C)0 ⊕
sl(2,C)
−
.
opies of S1+⊗S10 and S1+⊗S1−, that opies of S1+⊗S10 ⊗S1− never our,
and that V+ ontains a trivial sl(2,C)0 ⊕ sl(2,C)−-module unless g is
one of sp(3), su(6), so(12) or e7. In partiular the onstants cδ of the
potential oinide,
c := c+ = c0 = c−,
and if V+ does not have a trivial summand we get a one-parameter
family of hyperKähler metris with Kähler potential. Alternatively
the onstant c must be zero and we get a unique potential.
4.2.3. An Expliit Potential. If c+ = c0 = c− = 0 the potential is ρ =
4 k2 (s+ t + r) up to addition of some onstant. This an be expressed
in terms of η1, η2 and η3. To make the notation less umbersome we
introdue the funtions
η˜i =
ηi
2i+1k2
= r2i + s2i + t2i, i = 1, 2, 3.
Moreover we put
α =
√
η˜31 − 3η˜1η˜2 + 2η˜3, β = 9α2 − 5 η˜31 + 9 η˜1 η˜2,
ψ = β2 + 2
(
η˜21 − 3 η˜2
)3
and
κ = 2
1
3
(
β +
√
ψ
) 1
3
+ 2 η˜1 − 2
2
3 (η˜21 − 3 η˜2)(
β +
√
ψ
) 1
3
.
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The potential is now given by
(4.15) ρ =
2
√
2 k2√
3
(
√
κ+
√
12α√
κ
+ 6 η˜1 − κ
)
.
This was obtained by notiing that λ = ρ
4 k2
= r+ s+ t is a solution of
the equation
(λ2 − η˜1)2 − 8α√
6
λ− 2 (η˜21 − η˜2) = 0.
4.2.4. Relation with Hermitian Symmetri Spaes. Reall that we la-
belled the nilpotent orbits of ohomogeneity three aording to whether
or not the Lie span {X,X ′} lies in a σ-invariant sl(2,C)3-subalgebra
for an arbitrary element X . It will be shown in  4.3 that the or-
bit (3, 22) in so(7,C) does not meet the requirement to be a generi
ohomogeneity-three orbit. As for the remaining orbits in Table 4 we
use an interesting relation with Hermitian symmetri spaes to onfirm
the generi ohomogeneity-three property.
Remark 4.8. It is only the orbit in E7 that alls for these onsiderations.
In fat, the disussion in  3.3 overs any ohomogeneity-three nilpotent
orbit in a lassial Lie algebra different from so(7,C).
Let r ⊂ gC be a real semisimple Lie algebra with Cartan deomposi-
tion r = k + p and orresponding Cartan involution θ. That is k = rθ,
p = r−θ are suh that
[[kk]] ⊆ k, [[kp]] ⊆ p, [[pp]] ⊆ k(4.16)
and k + i p is a ompat real form of rC = gC. In partiular we hoose
r suh that k + i p = g so that σ beomes the onjugation map of rC
with respet to k + i p. Let R ⊂ GC be the onneted Lie group with
Lie algebra r. Then K is a Lie subgroup of R with Lie algebra k and,
provided the enter of R is finite, the homogeneous spae R/K is a
Riemannian symmetri spae (of non-ompat type).
Denition 4.9. A pair (r, H0) onsisting of a real semisimple Lie al-
gebra r with Cartan deomposition r = k + p and an element H0 in
the enter Z(k) of k suh that the restrition of adH0 to p is a omplex
struture, is alled a semisimple Lie algebra of Hermitian type.
Notie, if suh an element H0 exists then J = adH0 learly indues a
R-invariant almost omplex struture on R/K. On the other hand, if
R/K is Hermitian it follows that r is of Hermitian type (see eg. [12, 18℄).
For the rest of this setion we assume (r, H0) to be of Hermitian
type; onsequently g
C
is no longer random among the omplex simple
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Lie algebras. With the assignment J0 = adH0 |p the omplexified Lie
algebra deomposes as r
C = kC+p++p−, where p± is the ±i eigenspae
of J0 and p
− = p+. From (4.16) it follows that
[[kCp±]] = p±, [[p+p−]] ⊆ kC, [[p±p±]] = 0.
So p± are in fat abelian subalgebras of rC. Let h be a maximal abelian
subalgebra of k, and notie that H0 ∈ Z(k) ⊆ h. Sine J0Z 6= 0 for
nonzero Z ∈ p, the entralizer of H0 in r equals k. Thus h is a maximal
abelian subalgebra of r and, beause the elements of hC are semisimple,
hC is a Cartan subalgebra of rC. Let Φ denote the root system of rC
relative to h
C
. Let moreover Φc stand for the set of all ompat roots,
and Φ± denote positive/negative non-ompat roots, respetively. In
other words Φ = Φc ∪ Φ+ ∪ Φ− with
α(H0) =
{
0 α ∈ Φc
±i α ∈ Φ± .
We then have p± =
∑
α∈Φ
± rCα where r
C
α is the root spae of r
C
orre-
sponding to α ∈ Φ, and one finds that Z lies in rC−α whenever Z lies in
rCα. Using that p
+
is abelian it is easy to show that (see [12℄)
Lemma 4.10. Let r be a semisimple Lie algebra of hermitian type with
Cartan deomposition r = k + p, and let h ⊆ k be a Cartan subalgebra
of r. Then there exist r ∈ N and r linearly independent positive non-
ompat roots β1, . . . , βr relative to h
C
suh that βj±βk is not a root for
any j 6= k and a =∑rj=1C(Ej +Ej) is a maximal abelian subalgebra of
p (Ej is a nonzero βj-root vetor). 
Remark 4.11. The dimension of a maximal abelian subalgebra of p is
alled the real rank of r.
In the above Lemma we may in fat hoose Ej suh that [[EjEjEj]] =
−2Ej. Seeing that Ej ′ = −Ej we obtain a σ-invariant subalgebra
isomorphi to sl(2,C) via the omplex span of
{
Ej, Ej, [[EjEj]]
}
. Thus
aC is a σ-invariant subalgebra onsisting of r opies of sl(2,C) where r is
the real rank of r. It is a fat that any two maximal abelian subalgebras
of p are Ad-onjugate by an element k ∈ K. Hene
(4.17) p =
⋃
k∈K
Adk(a)
and by the ation of K any element of p+ an be moved into a σ-
invariant sl(2,C)
r
-subalgebra.
It turns out that the restrited root system of r (relative to a) is of
type BCr or Cr (see eg. [18, p. 110℄). The only system that arises in
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our ontext is Cr (see Table 7); it is given by
(4.18) {±ξj ± ξk , ±2 ξj | 1 6 j, k 6 r , j 6= k},
where {ξj | 1 6 j 6 r} is the dual basis of
{
Xj = Ej + Ej | 1 6 j 6 r
}
.
Consider the j'th sl(2,C) subalgebra of aC and deompose gC under the
ation of this subalgebra. If this is a highest root deomposition,
g
C ∼= sl(2,C)j ⊕ kCj ⊕
(
S1j ⊗ Vj
)
.
we see via (4.18) that
(4.19) Vj ∼= Cν ⊗
(⊕
k 6=q
S1k
)
,
where ν > 1 is the dimension of the root spae orresponding to the
restrited root ±ξj ± ξk.
r ⊂ gC k
su(3, 3) ⊂ sl(6,C) R⊕ su(3)⊕ su(3)
sp(3,R) ⊂ sp(3,C) R⊕ su(3)
so∗(12) ⊂ so(12,C) R⊕ su(6)
e7(−25) ⊂ eC7 R⊕ e6
Table 7. Seleted simple Lie algebras of Hermitian type of
real rank 3.
We are now in position to verify Table 4. First, let r be one of the
Hermitian symmetri Lie algebras of Table 7 and keep in mind the
Beauville-data in Tables 2 & 3 of the nilpotent orbit O of ohomoge-
neity three in the orresponding omplexified Lie algebra. It is then
evident that the K-module n equals p+ (or p−). Sine any element X
of O an be moved into n by the ation of G we onlude via (4.17)
that X an be put into a sl(2,C)
3
-subalgebra. Thus O is a generi
ohomogeneity three orbit. In addition, sine X may be deomposed
as in (4.7), the isomorphism (4.19) gives another argument for the exis-
tene of the one-parameter family of hyperKähler metris with Kähler
potentials. Seond, let g be one of the Lie algebras sp(3+ i), su(6 + i),
so(12 + i) with i > 1. A look at Tables 2 & 3 reveals that, in spite
of the growth of K as i inreases, the ation of K on n is independent
of i > 0. In other words, moving an element of n via the ation of K
redues to the situation where i = 0. But this is already aounted for
by the appearane of a Lie algebra of Hermitian type. This overs all
the orbits in Table 4.
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4.3. The Speial Cohomogeneity Three Orbit. Reall that so(7,C)
possesses one nilpotent orbit O = (3, 22) of ohomogeneity three. Un-
fortunately this orbit behaves differently from the ones of  4.2. In
fat for a typial element X ∈ O, X and X ′ span the whole ambient
Lie algebra so(7,C) (see [20℄). Thus there is no alternative left than
omputing the endomorphism J on all of so(7,C). For this task we use
Mathematia to derive equations (4.21), (4.22a) and (4.22b) below.
The omplete omputations are olleted in a notebook file [20℄. In
priniple, these equations are omputable by hand as well, using (4.5)
and (4.20).
Via the ation of the ompat group G = SO(7) it is possible to
move any element X of O into the subspae n. However, this an be
improved. The weighted Dynkin diagram of O is 10 >==1 so there is
a basis {α, β, γ} of simple positive roots suh that adH ats on gCα, gCβ
and gCγ with eigenvalues 1, 0 and 1 respetively. The eigenspaes of adH
with eigenvalues larger than one are gC(2) = gCα+β+γ⊕gCβ+2γ and gC(3) =
gCα+β+2γ ⊕ gCα+2β+2γ. The zero-eigenspae is gC(0) = C+ ⊕ C− ⊕ sl(2,C)
so K = U(1)+U(1)−SU(1) and one finds that g
C(2) = L+ + L
2
− and
g
C(3) = L+L−S
1C2 as a K-module. Thus, fixing nonzero root vetors
Eα ∈ gCα et., the ation of K ⊂ G allows us to write a generi element
as X = r Eα+β+γ + sEβ+2γ + t Eα+β+2γ with r, s, t > 0.
We hoose to desribe so(7,C) as the set of omplex (n×n) matries
Z suh that ZB + ZBt = 0 where
B =

1 0 00 0 I3
0 I3 0


.
The diagonal elements form the Cartan subalgebra and the ompat
real form is σ : Z 7→ −Z t. For eah positive root φ the root vetor
Eφ is hosen suh that {Hφ, Eφ, Fφ} is a standard basis of sl(2,C) with
Hφ = [[EφFφ]], Fφ = −Eφ′. Expliitly, X takes the matrix form
X =


0 0 0 0
√
2r 0 0
−
√
2r 0 0 0 0 t 0
0 0 0 0 −t 0 s
0 0 0 0 0 −s 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 .
The three invariant funtions evaluated at X are
η1(X) = 10
(
2 r
2
+ s
2
+ t
2
)
, η2(X) = 20
(
2 r
4
+ 4 r
2
t
2
+
(
s
2
+ t
2
)2)
and η3(X) = 40
(
2 r6 + 9 r4 t2 + 6 r2 t2
(
s2 + t2
)
+
(
s2 + t2
)3)
.
(4.20)
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Our aim is to use (4.5) to ompute the endomorphism J2+1 on a basis
of the tangent spae at X and then impose J to be almost omplex.
The omplex dimension of O is 12 therefore the ondition J2 + 1 = 0
implies 144 new equations. A minority of these are nontrivial, and in
partiular one finds that the Kähler potential ρ = ρ(r, s, t) must solve
the following system of equations,
ρs ρrs + ρt ρrt = ρs ρst + ρt ρtt = ρr ρrs + 4 ρt ρst = ρr ρrt + 4 ρt ρtt = 0
(4.21)
and
t
(
100− ρ2t
)
= (r ρr + s ρs) ρt(4.22a)
t (r ρr − s ρs) =
(
4 r
2 − s2) ρt.(4.22b)
Consequently, ρ2s + ρ
2
t is a funtion of s and ρ
2
r + 4 ρ
2
t is a funtion or
r. A ombination of (4.22a) and (4.22b) gives an equation involving
quadrati terms of the first derivatives
(4.23) s2
(
ρ2s + ρ
2
t − 100
)
= r2
(
ρ2r + 4 ρ
2
t − 400
)
.
Notie that the left hand side of (4.23) is a funtion or s, whereas the
right is a funtion of r, so both must be onstant. Thus
ρ2s + ρ
2
t = 100
(
1 +
c
s2
)
,
(4.24a)
ρ2r + 4ρ
2
t = 100
(
4 +
c
r2
)
(4.24b)
for some onstant c.
Eliminating ρr and ρs from the equations (4.22a), (4.22b) and (4.24a),
we obtain a quadrati equation in ρ2t ,
50 t
4
= t
2
((
4 r
2
+ s
2
+ t
2
)
+ 2 c
)
ρ2t − (4 r
2 + s2 + t2)
2 − 16 r2s2
200
ρ4t .
In order for ρ2t to be real for all r, s, t one needs that c > 0. Solving for
ρt leads to
50 t2
ρ2t
= ε
√
4 r2 s2 + c (4r2 + s2 + t2) + c2 + c +
(4 r2 + s2 + t2)
2
(4.25)
where χ = ±1 and ε = ±1. Integrating, we find that O arries a
one-parameter family of hyperKähler metris with Kähler potentials,
ρ(r, s, t; c) =10χ
(√
4 r2 + s2 + t2 + 2 h(r, s, t) + f(r, s)
−√c log
(
h(r, s, t) +
√
c
√
4 r2 + s2 + t2 + 2 h(r, s, t)
))
(4.26)
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where
h(r, s, t) = c + ε
√
4 r2 s2 + (4 r2 + s2 + t2) c+ c2
and f(r, s) is a funtion to be determined. The hoie of the positive
solution (χ = 1) fores one to take ε = 1, sine ρ should be everywhere
differentiable.
To find f one may write the right hand side of (4.26) as I(r, s, t) +
f(r, s) so that fs = limt→0 (ρs − Is). The derivative ρs an be found
using the equations (4.24a) and (4.25). It turns out that
f(r, s) =
√
c log (r s)
up to addition of some onstant.
For c = 0 the solution simplifies somewhat,
(4.27) ρ(r, s, t; 0) = 10
√
(2 r + s)
2
+ t2.
Let us introdue a new invariant funtion on O,
ζ3(Z) =
1
5
η1(Z
2
) =
1
5
〈
Z
2
, σZ
2
〉
= TrZZZ
t
Z
t
, Z ∈ O
whih is non-trivial sine O onsists of 3step nilpotent elements. Eval-
uated at X we get that ζ3(X) = 4 r
4
. It is onvenient to define ζj(Z) =
ηj(Z)/5, j = 1, 2; notie that ζ1(Z) = TrZZ
t
and ζ2(Z) = Tr [[ZZ
t]]2.
Now (4.27) an be written as
(4.28) ρ = 5
√
2
√
ζ1 + 2
√
ζ3 + 2
√
ζ21 − ζ2 − 2 ζ3,
This is the unique hyperKähler potential, beause for λ ∈ C it is ob-
vious that ζ1(λZ) = |λ|2ζ1(Z) and ζ2(λZ) = |λ|4ζ2(Z), i = 2, 3 so
ρ(λZ) = |λ|ρ(Z) (see [5℄).
In fat it is possible to write down the one-parameter family of Kähler
potentials in terms of the globally defined G-invariant funtions ζ1, ζ2
and ζ3,
(4.29)
ρ =
10√
2

√ζ1 + 2√ζ3 + 4 h−√2 c log

h+ c√2
√
ζ1 + 2
√
ζ3 + 4 h√
ζ21 − ζ2 − 2 ζ3




,
where now
h = c+
√
1
4
(ζ21 − ζ2 − 2 ζ3) + c
(
1
2
ζ1 +
√
ζ3
)
+ c2.
Remark 4.12. Using hyperKähler quotients Kobak & Swann [16℄ found
the invariant hyperKähler potential for the hyperKähler struture on
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the nilpotent orbit (O(3,22),Σ) ⊂ so(n,C). The expression given in [16℄
mathes what we found in (4.28).
Remark 4.13. Kobak & Swann showed in [13℄ the existene of a one-to-
one orrespondene between the nilpotent orbits O(24) ⊂ so(8,C) and
O(3,22) ⊂ so(7,C). The nilpotent orbit O(24) ⊂ so(8,C) is of ohomoge-
neity two and admits a one-parameter family of SO(8)-invariant hyper-
Kähler metris with SO(8)-invariant Kähler potentials whih inludes
the unique hyperKähler potential (see [15℄). Reduing the symmetry
group to SO(7) the above shows that there are no extra solutions, even
though the ohomogeneity hanges to three.
4.4. The Main Theorem. In  4.2 and  4.3 we onsidered hyper-
Kähler metris with Kähler potential on all nilpotent orbits of oho-
mogeneity three under the ation of the ompat group G. We proved
that the majority of orbits allowed only one suh metri. Exeptions
were found either when the Beauville bundle is a vetor bundle over
one of the following (ompat) Hermitian symmetri spaes
SU(6)
S(U3 × U3) ,
Sp(3)
U(3)
,
SO(12)
U(6)
,
E7
E6U(1)
or in the speial ase G = SO(7). To summarize,
Theorem 4.14. Suppose G is a ompat simple Lie group and O is a
nilpotent orbit in gC of ohomogeneity three. Then O, endowed with the
Kirillov-Kostant-Souriau omplex sympleti form Σ, admits a unique
G-invariant hyperKähler metri with G-invariant hyperKähler poten-
tial. In fat, the metri is the unique G-invariant hyperKähler metri
of (O,Σ) with a Kähler potential unless g is one of sp(3), su(6), so(12),
e7, so(7), in whih ase the metri lies in a one-parameter family of hy-
perKähler metris with Kähler potential.
The unique hyperKähler potential is given by (4.15) for the generi
ohomogeneity-three orbits, and by (4.29) for the speial orbit.
Proof. The only thing left to onsider is the issue of the G-invariant
hyperKähler potential. First, onsider the generi ohomogeneity-three
orbits. By Swann [19℄ it is known that any hyperKähler metri on O
admits a hyperKähler potential. Consequently, when the G-invariant
Kähler potential ρ is unique (c = 0) there is nothing to prove. Consider
now the ases where O admits a one-parameter family of G-invariant
Kähler potentials. Now any X ∈ O lies in a real sl(2,C)3 subalgebra,
so if ρ is a hyperKähler potential it must restrit to a hyperKähler
potential of the regular orbit Oreg of sl(2,C)3. But the hyperKähler
metri onOreg is a produt of three hyperKähler metris on the minimal
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orbit of sl(2,C), and on eah fator the hyperKähler potential is unique
(c = 0), see Remark 4.6. At last, for the speial ohomogeneity three
orbit we showed that the hyperKähler potential is given by (4.28). 
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